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RELATIVE CLASSES OF HARMONIC FUNCTIONS
ON RIEMANN SURFACES

MITSURU NAKAI
Nagoya Institute of Thechnology (Professor Emeritus)

1. Introduction. We follow the traditional notation in the classification theory
of Riemann surfaces (cf. e.g. [1], [2], [14], [15], [17], etc.) in the sequel in this
treatise. We denote by $H(R)$ the linear space of harmonic functions on an open
Riemann surface $R$ (cf. e.g. [1]). In this article we are mainly concerned with
the linear subspace $HD(R)$ of $H(R)$ consisting of $u\in H(R)$ with finite Dirichlet
integral

$D(u;R):= \int_{R}du\wedge*du$ .

For two functions $u$ and $v$ in $HD(R)$ , the mutual Dirichlet integral

$D(u, v;R):= \int_{R}du\wedge*dv$

of $u$ and $v$ can be considered so that $D(u;R)=D(u, u;R)$ . Then the space $HD(R)$

with the possible inner product $D(\cdot, \cdot;R)$ almost forms a Hilbert space except for
one small point: one of the conditions of the norm property that $D(u;R)=$
$0$ implies $u=0$ fails to hold since $D(u;R)=0$ is only equivalent to $u\in \mathbb{R}$ ,
the real number field. To save this crisis, often the following normalizations are
adopted: to replace $HD(R)$ by $HD(R;a)$ $:=\{u\in HD(R) : u(a)=0\}$ for a fixed
reference point $a\in R$ , or by the quotient space $HD(R)/\mathbb{R}$ , or to consider the
space $dHD(R)$ $:=\{du : u\in HD(R)\}$ of square integrable exact harmonic l-forms
on $R$ in place of $HD(R)$ . However these devices have several more or less seirious
drawbacks. Firstly, the linear dimension $\dim HD(R)$ of $HD(R)$ is not preserved
in general by considering any one of $HD(R;a),$ $HD(R)/\mathbb{R}$ , or $dHD(R)$ so that
the linear structure is not preserved but not too worse. Secondly, not only the
linear structure but also, even more gravely, the important structure of $HD(R)$
that $HD(R)$ forms a Riesz space (i.e. vector lattice) is lost by considering any one
of $HD(R;a),$ $HD(R)/\mathbb{R}$ , or $dHD(R)$ , where lattice operations the join $u\vee v$ and
the meet $u\wedge v$ of $u$ and $v$ in $HD(R)$ are given by the least harmonic majorant
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of $u$ and $v$ and by the greatest harmonic minorant of $u$ an $v$ . Thirdly, and lastly,
we mention the following, which is the most serious. We denote by $L^{1,2}(R)$ the
Dirichlet space on $R$ which is the linear space of functions $u\in W_{loc}^{1,2}(R)$ , the
local Sobolev space, such that $D(u;R)<+\infty$ . The Dirichlet null space $L_{0}^{1,2}(R)$

is a linear subspace of the Dirichlet space $L^{1,2}(R)$ consisting of $u\in L^{1,2}(R)$ for
which there is a sequence $(\varphi_{n})_{n\in N}\subset C_{0}^{\infty}(R)$ such that $\lim_{narrow\infty}\varphi_{n}=u$ a.e. on
$R$ and simultaneously $\lim_{narrow\infty}D(u-\varphi_{n};R)=0$ (cf. e.g. [4]). Any member of
the Dirichlet null space $L_{0}^{1,2}(R)$ is referred to as a Dirichlet potential. The Weyl-
Royden-Brelot theorem $(cf. e.g. [15])$ says that

(1, 1) $L^{1,2}(R)=HD(R)\oplus L_{0}^{1,2}(R)$ ,

i.e. any $f\in L^{1,2}(R)$ has a unique decomposition

$f=u+\varphi$ $(u\in HD(R), \varphi\in L_{0}^{1,2}(R))$

with the orthogonal relation

$D(f;R)=D(u;R)+D(\varphi;R)$ .

It can happen that $1\in L_{0}^{1,2}(R)$ , or equivalently $\mathbb{R}\subset L_{0}^{1,2}(R)$ , when and only when
$R$ is parabolic (i.e. nonhyperbolic, $R\in \mathcal{O}_{G}$ in notation) in the sense that there
is no harmonic Green function on $R$ (cf. e.g. [15]). It is reasonable, or rather it
should be, that we make a convention that $HD(R)=\{0\}$ if and only if $R\in \mathcal{O}_{G}$ .
We denote by $\mathcal{O}_{HD}$ the family of open Riemann surfaces $R$ with $HD(R)\subset \mathbb{R}$ . We
know (cf. $e.g$ . [1], [15], etc.) that

(1.2) $\mathcal{O}_{G}<\mathcal{O}_{HD}$ (strict inclusion).

If $R\in \mathcal{O}_{G}$ $(R\in \mathcal{O}_{HD}\backslash \mathcal{O}_{G}$ , resp. $)$ , then H$D(R)=\{0\}(HD(R)=\mathbb{R}$ , resp. $)$ but
$HD(R;a)=\{0\}(HD(R;a)=\{0\}$ , resp. $)$ , for example. The fact mentioned above
shows that the important structural information of $R$ whether it is in $\mathcal{O}_{G}$ or not in
terms of the space $HD(R)$ is completely lost by considering the normalized space
$HD(R;a)$ , for example.

In view of the above observations, we need some other normalization of the
class $HD(R)$ which does not destroy the Riesz space strucure of $HD(R)$ and also
the coherent relation between the space $HD(R)$ and the base space $R$ . It is the
relative class $HD(W;\partial W)$ described below that entirely meet our requirment. It
is then a genuine Hilbert space carrying the reproducing kernel, which we call the
Bergman kernel. We will describe some new feature of the structure of the class
$HD(W;\partial W)$ by using its Bergman kernel.

2. The relative class. We will replace a tiny set $\{a\}$ consisting of a single point
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$a\in R$ in the normalized space $HD(R;a)$ by a larger set $A$ which is the closure of
a regular subregion (i.e. a relatively compact subregion whose relative boundary

consists of a finite number of mutually disjoin smooth Jordan curves) of $R$ . An
open subset $W$ of $R$ is referred to as an end of $R$ if $R\backslash \overline{W}$ is a regular subregion of
$R$ . In most occasions it is enough to consider only the case $R\backslash \overline{W}$ is a parametric
disc but still for the sake of generality we allow the case $W$ is disconnected. The
relative class $H(W;\partial W)$ of the absolute class $H(R)$ is, by definition,

(2.1) $H(W;\partial W)$ $:=\{u\in H(W)\cap C(R) : u|R\backslash W=0\}$

(cf. [1], [2], [13], [15}, $[17|)$ . To relate the relative class $H(W;\partial W)$ with the original
absolute class $H(R)$ we first define an operator $D$ : $C(\partial W)arrow H(W)\cap C(\overline{W})$ ,

which is referred to as the outer Dirichlet operator relative to $W$ . Let $(\Omega)$ be the
exhaustion of $R$ consisting of regular subregions $\Omega$ of $R$ directed by inclusion. Take
any $\varphi\in C(\partial W)$ . For each $\Omega\supset R\backslash W$ we consider the $u_{\Omega}\in H(W\cap\Omega)\cap C(\overline{W\cap\Omega})$

with $u_{\Omega}|\partial W=\varphi$ and $u_{\Omega}|\partial\Omega=0$ . Then it can be easily seen that

$D\varphi$ $:= \lim_{\Omega\uparrow R}u_{\Omega}\in H(W)\cap C(\overline{W})$

exists. Then we restrict $D$ to $H(R)|\partial W$ and finally, by using the same notation $D$ ,
we define the operator $D:H(R)arrow H(W)\cap C(R)$ by $Du:=D(u|\partial W)$ on $W$ and
$Du=u$ on $R\backslash W$ . The operator $D:H(R)arrow H(W)\cap C(R)$ is order preserving,
linear, and bounded in the sense that

$||Du;R \Vert_{\infty}:=\sup_{R}|Du|=\sup_{\partial W}|u|=:\Vert u;\partial W\Vert_{\infty}(u\in H(R))$ .

Lastly, we define one more operator $E:H(R)arrow H(W;\partial W)$ by

(2.2) $Eu$ $:=u-Du$ $(u\in H(R))$ .

It is an order preserving and linear operator. If $E$ is bijective, then we say that
$H(R)$ and $H(W;\partial W)$ are canonically isomorphic,

(2.3) $H(R)\cong H(W;\partial W)$

in notation. It is hence important to know when this is the case. We mention (cf.
[14], [13], [12], etc.):

THEOREM 2.4. The absolute class $H(R)$ and the relative class $H(W;\partial W)$ are
canonically isomorphic if and only if $R$ is hyperbolic; $R\not\in \mathcal{O}_{G}$ .

PROOF: Suppose first that $R\in \mathcal{O}_{G}$ . As the compensation of the nonexistence
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of the Green function on $R,$ $R\in \mathcal{O}_{G}$ is characterized by the existence of an Evans

function $e(\cdot, a)$ on $R$ with its negative pole at $a\in R$ , where $e(\cdot, a)\in H(R\backslash \{a\})$ ,
$e(\cdot, a)$ has a negative logarithmic singularity at $a$ , and $\lim_{zarrow\infty}Re(z, a)=+\infty$

with $\infty_{R}$ the Alexandroff point of $R$ ([9], cf. also [16], [15]). Let $v:=e(\cdot, a)-$

$D(e(\cdot, a)|\partial W)$ on $W$ and $v;=0$ on $R\backslash W$ so that $v\in H(W;\partial W)$ . Contrary to
the assertion, assume $E$ is bijective and in particular surjective. Then there is a
$u\in H(R)$ such that $Eu=v$ . The function $u-v=u-Eu=Du$ is bounded on
$\overline{W}$ and a fortiori

$\lim_{zarrow\infty_{R}}u(z)=\lim_{zarrow\infty_{R}}v(z)=\lim_{zarrow\infty R}e(z, a)=+\infty$

so that $u\equiv+\infty$ on $R$ by the maximum principle, a contradiction.
The proof is complete if we show that $E$ is bijective if $R\not\in \mathcal{O}_{G}$ . Here we use

another characterization for $R$ not being in the class $\mathcal{O}_{G}$ that $D1\not\equiv 1$ . First we
assert that $E$ is injective, i.e. $Eu=0$ implies $u=0$ for $u\in H(R)$ . Then

$\sup_{W}|u|=\sup_{W}|Du|=\sup_{\partial W}|u|$

is a cosequence of $Eu=0$ or $u=Du$ and on the other hand, trivially, $\sup_{R\backslash \overline{W}}|u|=$

$\sup_{\partial W}|u|$ . Therefore $\sup_{R}|u|=\sup_{\partial W}|u|$ , which implies the constancy of $u$ on
$R$ by the maximum principle so that $u=Du$ implies that $u\equiv 0$ on $R$ . The
essential part of the proof is thus the surjectivity of $E$ under the assumption
$R\not\in \mathcal{O}_{G}$ . We take a regular subregion $B\supset R\backslash W$ and set $\beta$ $:=\partial B$ . As usual
we denote by $H_{\varphi}^{B}$ the function in $H(B)\cap C(\overline{B})$ with $H_{\varphi}^{B}|\beta=\varphi$ for $\varphi\in C(\beta)$ .
Consider the linear operator $T$ from the Banach space $C(\beta)$ with the supremum
norm $\Vert\varphi\Vert_{\infty}=\Vert\varphi;\beta\Vert_{\infty}=\sup_{\beta}|\varphi|$ to itself given by

(2.5) $T\varphi:=D(H_{\varphi}^{B}|\partial W)|\beta$

It is bounded, i.e. the operator norm

$\Vert T\Vert:=$ $\sup$ $\Vert\varphi\Vert_{\infty}<+\infty$ .
$\varphi\in C(\beta),|\varphi||_{\infty}=1$

Since $T$ is positive and linear, we can easily see that $\Vert T\Vert\leqq 1$ but $\Vert T\Vert=1$ can
happen if $W$ is disconnected. Again we use the characterization $D1\not\equiv 1$ of $R\not\in \mathcal{O}_{G}$ .
For any $\varphi\in C(\beta)$ , we have

$|T\varphi|\leqq T|\varphi|\leqq T\Vert\varphi\Vert_{\infty}=(T1)\Vert\varphi\Vert_{\infty}$ .

Observe that $T1=D(H_{1}^{B}|\partial W)|\beta$ . Here $0<D1\leqq 1$ and $D1|\beta\not\equiv 1$ so that
$H_{D1}^{B}|\partial W<1$ and $D(H_{D1}^{B}|\partial W)|\beta\in(0,1)$ . Thus

$T^{2}1=T(T1)=T(D1|\beta)=D(H_{D1|\beta}^{B}|\partial W)|\beta\in(0,1)$
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and a fortiori

$k:= \sup_{\beta}T^{2}1\in(0,1)$ .

Therefore, again by the fact that $T^{2}$ is also positive and linear, we see that

(2.6) $\Vert T^{2}\Vert=$ $\sup$ $\Vert T^{2}\varphi\Vert_{\infty}\leqq k\in(0,1)$

$\varphi\in C(\beta),||\varphi||_{\infty}=1$

as a conseqeunce of
$\Vert T^{2}\varphi\Vert_{\infty}\leqq\Vert T^{2}1\Vert_{\infty}\Vert\varphi\Vert_{\infty}$.

In view of the above (2.6) we have that

$\Vert\sum_{n=0}^{\infty}T^{n}\Vert=\Vert\sum_{m=0}^{\infty}(T^{2})^{m}+\sum_{m=0}^{\infty}T(T^{2})^{m}\Vert$

$\leqq 2\sum_{m=0}^{\infty}\Vert T^{2}\Vert^{m}\leqq 2\sum_{m=0}^{\infty}k^{m}=\frac{2}{1-k}$

so that we see that the operator $(I-T)^{-1}= \sum_{n=0}^{\infty}T^{n}$ is a bounded linear operator
of $C(\beta)$ to itself, where $I$ is the identity operator of $C(\beta)$ to itself:

(2.7) $\Vert(I-T)^{-1}\Vert=\Vert\sum_{n=0}^{\infty}T^{n}\Vert\leqq\frac{2}{1-k}$ .

We are to show that there is a $u\in H(R)$ such that $Eu=u– Du$ $=v$ for an
arbitrarily given $v\in H(W;\partial W)$ in advance. We set $s:=v|\beta\in C(\beta)$ and consider
an abstract Fredholm equation

(2.8) $(I-T)\varphi=s$ .

By virtue of (2.7) we see that the equation (2.8) has a unique solution $\varphi\in C(\beta)$

given by the C. Neumann series $\varphi=\sum_{n=0}^{\infty}T^{n}s$ . Let $p:=H_{\varphi}^{B}$ defined on $\overline{B}$ and
$q:=v+D(p|\partial W)$ defined on $W$ . On $\beta$ , we see that

$p|\beta=\varphi=s+T\varphi=s+D(H_{\varphi}^{B}|\partial W)|\beta$

$=s+D(p|\partial W)=(v+D(p|\partial W))|\beta=q|\beta$ ,

i.e. the harmonic function $p$ on $\overline{B}$ and the harmonic function $q$ on M7 coincide
with each other on $\beta$ . On $\partial W$ , we observe that

$p|\partial W=H_{\varphi}^{B}|\partial W=0+D(p|\partial W)|\partial W$

$=v|\partial W+D(p|\partial W)|\partial W=(v+D(p|\partial W))|\partial W=q|\partial W$,

i.e. the harmonic function $p$ on $\overline{B}$ and the harmonic function $q$ on $\overline{W}$ coincide with
each other on $\partial W$ . This shows that two harmonic functions $p$ and $q$ on $\overline{B\cap W}$
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coincide with each other on $\partial(B\cap W)=\beta\cup\partial W$ so that $p\equiv q$ on $B\cap W$ . Then
the function $u$ on $R$ given by $p$ on $B$ and by $q$ on $W$ is a well defined harmonic
function on $R:u\in H(R)$ . Then finally we see that

$Eu=u-Du=u|W-Du|W$
$=q-D(p|\partial W)=(v+D(p|\partial W))-D(p|\partial W)=v$ ,

which was to be shown. This completes the proof. $\square$

REMARK 2.9. The present Theorem 2.4 has never been in any literature and thus
is new in the point that the connectedness of $W$ is not postulated.

3. The Hilbert space $HD(W;\partial W)$ . As we mentioned in the introduction 1,
the motivation of considering the relative class $H(W;\partial W)$ instead of other normal-
ization such as $H(R;a)$ is that $H(W;\partial W)$ inherits most of important structure of
$H(R)$ . We suppose that (2.3) holds so that $R\not\in \mathcal{O}_{G}$ . We denote by $S$ either the op-
erator $E:H(R)arrow H(W;\partial W)$ or the inverse operator $E^{-1}$ : $H(W;\partial W)arrow H(R)$ .
It is clear that

FACT 3.1. The operator $S$ is positive and linear.

Here the positiveness of $S$ means that if $u\geqq 0$ on $R$ , then $Su\geqq 0$ on $R$ . Hence we
can also say that $E$ preserves the order in the sense that for any $u$ and $v$ in $H(R)$

we have $Eu\geqq Ev$ if and only if $u\geqq v$ on $R$ . As a consequence we can say that

FACT 3.2. The operator $S$ preserves the lattice operations.

This means that if $u\vee v$ ( $u\wedge v$ , resp.) can be defined for $u$ and $v$ in $H(R)$ , then
$(Eu)\vee(Ev)((Eu)\wedge(Ev)$ , resp. $)$ can be defined and

$E(u\vee v)=(Eu)\vee(Ev)(E(u\wedge v)=(Eu)\wedge(Ev)$ , resp. $)$

and the same is true for $E^{-1}$ .

FACT 3.3. The operator $S$ preserves the supremum norm.

Therefore $u\in H(R)$ is bounded if and only if $Eu\in H(W;\partial W)$ is bounded and

$\Vert u|R\Vert_{\infty}=\Vert$ Eu; $W\Vert_{\infty}$

for every $u\in H(R)$ .

FACT 3.4. The operator $S$ preserves the finiteness of Dirichlet integrals.

Take an arbitrary $u\in H(R)$ . Let $(\Omega)$ be the exhaustion of $R$ consisting of regular
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subregions $\Omega$ directed by inclusion. For each $\Omega\supset R\backslash W$ let $u_{\Omega}\in H(W\cap\Omega)\cap C(R)$

with $u_{\Omega}=u$ on $R\backslash W$ and $u_{\Omega}=0$ on $R\backslash \Omega$ . By the Stokes formula, for St $\subset\Omega’$ ,
we have

$D(u_{\Omega’}-u_{\Omega}, u_{\Omega’};R)= \int_{\partial(W\cap\Omega)}(u_{\Omega’}-u_{\Omega})*du_{\Omega’}=0$

and thus $D(u_{\Omega}, u_{\Omega’};R)=D(u_{\Omega’};R)$ so that

$D(u_{\Omega}-u_{\Omega’} ; R)=D(u_{\Omega};R)-D(u_{\Omega’};R)$ .

Since $\lim_{\Omega\uparrow R}u_{\Omega}=Du$ , the above displayed relation implies that $D(u_{\Omega’};R)\leqq$

$D(u_{\Omega};R)$ and
$\lim_{\Omegaarrow R}D(Du-u_{\Omega};R)=0$ .

Thus we can in particular conclude that

(3.5) $D(Du;R)<+\infty$ $(u\in H(R))$ .

We now consider the relative class $HD(W;\partial W)$ corresponding to the absolut class
$HD(R)$ so that

$H$ $D(W;\partial W)$ $:=\{v\in H(W;\partial W) : D(v;W)=D(v;R)<+\infty\}$ .

Hence, if $u\in HD(R)$ , then

$D(Eu;R)^{12}=D(u-Du;R)^{12}\leqq D(u;R)^{12}+D(Du;R)^{12}<+\infty$ .

Viewing $Eu\in L^{1,2}(R)$ and applying (1.1) to $Eu$ , we have

$D(Eu;R)=D(u;R)+D(Du;R)$

and thus we conclude that

(3.6) $D(u;R)\leqq D$ ( $Eu$ ; $R$ ) $<+\infty$ $(u\in HD(R))$ .

Conversely, let $v\in HD(W;\partial W)$ and set $u=E^{-1}v$ so that $v=Eu$ $=u– Du$ is
the decomposition of $v\in L^{1,2}(R)$ in (1.1) with $u$ the harmonic part of $v$ and $Du$

the potential part of $v$ . Hence $D(v;R)=D(u;R)+D(Du;R)<+\infty$ and

(3.7) $D(E^{-1}v;R)\leqq D(v;R)<+\infty$ $(v\in HD(W;\partial W))$ .

A somewhat detailed account of Fact 3.4 is thus (3.6) and (3.7).
When $R\not\in \mathcal{O}_{G}$ , the above observation with Theorem 2.4 thus assures that

$HD(R)\cong HD(W;\partial W)=HD(W)\cap H(W;\partial W)$ . Even in the case $R\in \mathcal{O}_{G}$ ,
since $HD(W;\partial W)=\{0\}$ and $HD(R)=\{0\}$ by our convention based upon the
equivalence of $\mathbb{R}\subset L_{0}^{1,2}(R)$ and $R\in \mathcal{O}_{G},$ $HD(R)=HD(W;\partial W)=\{0\}$ and
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trivially $HD(R)\cong HD(W;\partial W)$ . Hence we can conclude:

THEOREM 3.8. The absolute class $HD(R)$ is canonically isomorphic to the relative
class $HD(W;\partial W)$ for any $R$ regardless of whether $R\in \mathcal{O}_{G}$ or not:

(3.9) $H$ $D(R)\cong HD(W;\partial W)$ .

Thus by handling the relative class $HD(W;\partial W)$ in place of the absolute class
$HD(R)$ we are not loosing any important property possessed by the absolute class
$HD(R)$ . For example, as is well known $HD(R)$ forms a Riesz space (i.e. vector
lattice) and the same is true for $HD(W;\partial W)$ . Actually we are moreover gaining
a fabulous reword by adopting the relative class $HD(W;\partial W)$ : the linear space
$HD(W;\partial W)$ with the inner product $D(\cdot, \cdot;W)$ forms a Hilbert space, which was
not the case of $HD(R)$ with $D(\cdot, \cdot;R)$ . A good point having $HD$ as a Hilbert
space is that it carries the Bergman kernel. We will study certain properties of
$HD(W;\partial W)$ from the view point that it is a Hilbert space with the Bergman
kernel.

4. Royden compactification. An essential, important, and convenient tool for
the class $HD(R)$ and also $HD(W;\partial W)$ is the theory of Royden compactification
$R^{*}$ of $R$ , which is the compactification of $R$ , i.e. a compact Hausdorff space con-
taining $R$ as its open and dense subset, such that every function $f\in L^{1,2}(R)\cap C(R)$

is extended to $R^{*}$ as a $[-\infty, \infty]$-valued continuous function and thus extended class
$L^{1,2}(R)\cap C(R)$ separates points in $R^{*}$ , i.e. for any two distinct points $\xi$ and $\eta$ in $R^{*}$

there is an $f\in L^{1,2}(R)\cap C(R)$ with $f(\xi)\neq f(\eta)$ . We call the set $\gamma=\gamma R:=R^{*}\backslash R$

the Royden boundary of $R$ . The set $\delta=\delta R$ of regular points $\zeta\in\gamma$ in the sense
of the standard PWB (i.e. Perron-Wiener-Brelot) procedure of solving harmonic
Dirichlet problem on $R$ with boundary data on $\gamma$ is referred to as the Royden
harmonic boundary. The following characterization of $\delta$ is remarkable:

(4.1)
$\delta=\bigcap_{f\in L_{0}^{1,2}(R)\cap C(R)}f^{-1}(0)$

,

so that $\delta$ is a compact subset of the compact subset of the compact subset $\gamma$ of $R^{*}$ .
Thus three conditions $R\in \mathcal{O}_{G},$ $\mathbb{R}\subset L_{0}^{1,2}(R)$ , and $\delta=\emptyset$ are equivalent by pairs
$($ cf. $e.g$ . $[2],$ $[15],$ $[7]$ , etc. $)$ .

The following tow kinds of measurements for compact subsets $K\subset\gamma$ are also
innevitable tools in the theory of Royden compactifications: the capacity cap $(K)$

of $K$ and the harmonic measure $hm(K)$ of $K$ . Take any end $W$ of $R$ , which is
bounded by $\gamma$ and $\partial W$ . For any compact subset $K\subset\gamma$ we define the capacity, or
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more precisely the variationa12 capacity, cap $(K)$ , of $K$ relative to $W$ by

(4.2) cap $(K)$ $:= \inf_{f}D(f;R)$ ,

where $f$ runs over the class of functions $f\in L^{1,2}(R)\cap C(R)$ such that $f|K\geqq 1$ and
$f|R\backslash W\leqq 0$ . We denote by $H_{\int}^{R}$ for any $f\in C(\gamma)$ the unique harmonic function
on $R$ such that $H_{f}^{R}\in C(R^{*})$ and $H_{f}^{R}|\delta=f$ . Take a reference point $a\in R$ . Then
there is a unque Borel measure $\omega$ on $\gamma$ supported by $\delta$ such that

(4.3) $H_{f}^{R}(a)= \int_{\gamma}fd\omega$ $(f\in C(\gamma))$ .

Then the harmonic measure $hm(K)$ of $K$ reative to $a\in R$ is given by

(4.4) $hm(K)=\int_{K}d\omega$ .

It can be seen easily that

cap $(\gamma\backslash \delta)=0$ and $hm(\gamma\backslash \delta)=0$

and therefore we consider cap $(K)$ and hm$(K)=\omega(K)$ only for compact subsets
$K\subset\delta$ . Starting from capacities (measues, resp.) for compact subsets of $\delta$ we
can consider outer capacities (outer measurs, resp.) which gives rise to the notion
of capacitability (measurability, resp.). Borel subsets of $\delta$ are capacitable (mea-
surable, rep.). Subsets of $\delta$ of outer capacity zero (of outer measure zero) are
capacitable (measurable, rep.) and thus of capacity zero (measure zero, resp.). A
property concerning $\delta$ is said to hold on $\delta$ quasieverywhere, abbreviated as q.e.,
(almost everywhere, abbreviated as a.e., resp.) if it holds on $\delta$ except for its subset
of capacity zero (of measure zero, resp.)

To understand cap $(K)$ more precisely we need to consider the extention of the
conjugate $differential*du$ of $u$ harmonic and Dirichlet finite on an ideal boundary
neighborhood of $\gamma$ , i.e. a complement in $R$ of a compact subset $A$ of $R$ , to $\delta$ . We
say that for $u\in HD(R\backslash A)*du$ can be defined on $\delta$ as a signed Radon measure
on $\delta$ if for any end $W$ of $R$ with $W\subset R\backslash A$

(4.5) $D(v,u;W)= \int_{\delta}v*du$

for every $v\in HD(W;\partial W)$ . The measure $*du$ on $\delta$ , if it exists, is uniquely deter-
mined. Moreover, if $*du$ is determined by (4.5) for one admissible $W$ , then the
same $*du$ satisfies (4.5) for every admissible $W$ . In short, $W$ is immaterial in the
definition of $*du$ as far as $W$ satisfies $W\subset R\backslash A$ .
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Returning to the definition (4.2) of the capacity $c(K)$ of a compact subset $K\subset\delta$ ,
it is readily seen that the family of competing functions for the variation (4.2) can
be reduced to the subfamily $\mathcal{F}_{K}$ of $HD(W : \partial W)$ consisting of functions $f$ with
$0\leqq f\leqq 1$ on $R$ and $f|K=1$ . Then we can conclude the unique existence of the
extremal function $c_{K}$ in the closure $\overline{\mathcal{F}}_{K}$ of $\mathcal{F}_{A}$. in $HD(W;\partial W)$ for the variation
(4.2): cap $(K)=D(C_{I\backslash } ; R)$ with $0\leqq c_{l\iota}\cdot\leqq 1$ on $R$ . The function $c_{F\backslash }$

. is referred to
as the capacitary function of $K$ . The following characterization of the capacitary
function $c_{A}$

. is important and also usefull ([11]): first of all, $c_{I\backslash }\cdot\in HD(W;\partial W)$ ;
secondly, $*dc_{A^{\vee}}$ exists on $\delta$ and $*dc_{I\backslash }\sim\geqq 0$ there; thirdly, $*dc_{K}=0$ on $\delta\backslash K$ ; fourthly
and lastly, $C_{K}=1$ q.e. on $K$ . Conversely, if a function $f$ on $R$ satisfies the above
four conditions, then $f=c_{K}$ on $R$ . The measure $*dc_{K}$ on $\delta$ is a Borel measure $\mu_{K}$

on $\delta$ such that

(4.6) $*dc_{K}=d\mu_{K}$ .

The measure $\mu_{K}$ is referred to as the capacitary measure of $K$ . In these terms,
cap $(K)$ is expressed as follows:

(4.7) cap $(K)=D(c_{K};W)= \int_{\delta}*dc_{K}=\mu_{K}(\delta)=\mu_{K}(K)$ .

Between capacities and harmonic measures we have the following relations ([11]):

(4.8) hm$(K)\leqq\kappa$ . cap $(K)^{1’ 2}$

for any compact subset $K\subset\delta$ , where $\kappa$ is a finite positive constant depending
only upon $W$ and $a\in R$ .

5. Bergman kernel. The point evaluation $u\mapsto u(a)$ on $HD(W;\partial W)$ for a fixed
poiny $a\in R$ is a bounded functional on $HD(W;\partial W)$ . There are many proofs for
this fact, some of which are simple and elementary. By virtue of the fact that
$HD(W;\partial W)$ forms a Hilbert space, the boundedness of point evaluation at $a\in R$

is equivalent to the existence of the reproducing kernel $B(\cdot, a)\in HD(W;\partial W)$

characterlized by
$u(a)=D(u, B(\cdot, a);R)$

for every $u\in HD(W;\partial W)$ . The function $B(\cdot,$ $\cdot)=B(\cdot, \cdot;W)$ on $W\cross W$ or even
on $R\cross R$ is called the Bergman kernel on $W\cross W$ , or simply on $W$ . It is also
called, more precisely, the Dirichlet finite harmonic Bergman kernel on $W$ . Recall
that the Green function $G(\cdot, \zeta)=G(\cdot, \zeta;W)$ on $W$ with its pole at $\zeta\in W$ is the
unique solution of the Poisson equation

(5.1) $-\Delta G(\cdot, \zeta)=2\pi Dirac_{\zeta}$
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with the boundary data

$G(\cdot, \zeta)|\partial W=0$ and $G(\cdot, \zeta)|\delta=0$ ,

where $Dirac_{(}$ is the Dirac measure on $R$ supported at $\zeta\in W$ . This gives the
Green kernel $G(\cdot,$ $\cdot)$ on $W\cross W$ , or simply on $W$ . Similarly, the Neumann function
$N(., \zeta)=N(\cdot, \zeta;W)$ on $W$ with its pole at $\zeta\in W$ is the unique solution of the
same Poisson equation as (5.1)

(5.2) -A $N(\cdot, \zeta)=2\pi Dirac_{\zeta}$

on $W$ with the boundary data

$N(\cdot, \zeta)|\partial W=0$ and $*dN(\cdot, \zeta)|\delta=0$ .

This gives the Neumann kernel $N(\cdot,$ $\cdot)$ on $W\cross W$ , or simply on $W$ . By using
the standard exhaustion method with the Stokes formula, we can establish the
following more explit representation of the Bergman function or kernel:

(5.3). $B(\cdot, \zeta)=N(\cdot, \zeta)-G(\cdot, \zeta)\geqq 0$ .

As a basic general property of the reproducing kernel, the Bergman kernel is
symmetric: $B(a, b)=B(b, a)$ for $(a, b)\in W\cross W$ . In view of (5.3) this also follows
from those of the Neumann kernel $N(\cdot,$ $\cdot)$ and the Green kernel $G(\cdot,$ $\cdot)$ . Since
$HD(W;\partial W)=\{0\}$ is equivalent to $R\in \mathcal{O}_{G}$ , we see that $B(\cdot, \zeta)\equiv 0$ if and only
if $R\in \mathcal{O}_{G}$ . With (5.3) this also follows from the fact that $N(\cdot, \zeta)\equiv G(\cdot, \zeta)$ if and
only $R\in \mathcal{O}_{G}$ . Hence we can say based upon (5.3) that

$B(\cdot, \zeta)>0$ if and only if $R\not\in \mathcal{O}_{G}$

for every $\zeta\in W$ . Thus by applying the Harnack inequality we can see that

$B(\cdot,$ $\cdot)\in C(W\cross W)$

and therefore $B(\cdot,$ $\cdot)$ is not only separately harmonic but also harmonic on $W\cross W$ .
The most economical way to derive the above, though not too elementary, is
just to appeal to the harmonic version of the Hartogs theorem due to Lelong [6]
that the separate harmonicity implies the joint harmonicity. However, we cannot
unfortunately make any efficient use of the harmonicity of $B(\cdot,$ $\cdot)$ as a function of
two variables at present. One step further we need to investigate the continuity
of $B$ on the Royden compactification $R^{*}$ of $R$ . For the purpose we can also use
(5.3) since the continuity problem of $N$ and $G$ on $R^{*}$ is relatively easier than that
of $B$ itself. However the continuity of $N$ and $G$ can only be obtained in the sense
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of $[0, +\infty]$-valued continuity. Hence we have to be very careful in the application
of (5.3) when $\infty-\infty$ occurs. Keeping this in mind we start by introducing the
notation

$N \cap\alpha=\min\{N, \alpha\}$ and $G \cap\alpha=\min\{G, \alpha\}$

for every $\alpha\in \mathbb{R}^{+}$ . The basic relations for the study of continuity of $B$ on $R^{*}$ are
the following (5.4) and (5.5). First we maintain that

(5.4) $D(N(\cdot, \zeta)\cap\alpha;W)=D(G(\cdot, \zeta)\cap\alpha;W)=2\pi\alpha$

for every $\alpha\in \mathbb{R}^{+}$ and $\zeta\in W$ (cf. [2], [15]). The proof of (5.4) is almost trivial
for $\alpha$ so large as to have the compact $\{z\in W : N(z, \zeta)\geqq\alpha\}$ and compact
$\{z\in W : G(z, \zeta)\geqq\alpha\}$ in $W$ . The proof for small $\alpha\in \mathbb{R}^{+}$ except for the case
$\alpha=0$ such that the above two sets are not compact in $W$ is far form simple
and easy especially for the part of $N$ . For a complete proof we need a couple
of pages at least. Anyhow once (5.4) is established we see that $N(\cdot, \zeta)\cap\alpha$ and
$G(\cdot, \zeta)\cap\alpha$ belong to $L^{1,2}(R)\cap C(R)$ for every $\alpha$ in $\mathbb{R}^{+}$ so that these are continuous
on $(\partial W)\cup W\cup\gamma$ and hence on $R^{*}$ by setting $N(z, \zeta)=G(z, \zeta)=0$ when $z$ or $\zeta$ is
in $R\backslash W$ . Thus $N(\cdot, \zeta)=N(\zeta, \cdot)$ and $G(\cdot, \zeta)=G(\zeta, \cdot)$ are $[0, \infty]$-valued continious
on $R^{*}$ and finitely continuous on $R^{*}\backslash \{\zeta\}$ . Next, applying the Fatou lemma to
(5.4) as the interior point $\zeta\in R$ goes to a point $\zeta\in\gamma$ , we deduce

(5.5) $D(N(\cdot, \zeta)\cap\alpha;W)\leqq 2\pi\alpha$ , $D(G(\cdot, \zeta)\cap\alpha;W)\leqq 2\pi\alpha$

for every $\zeta\in\gamma$ and hence for every $\zeta\in R^{*}$ (cf. [2], [15]). Therefore $N(\cdot, \zeta)=$

$N(\zeta, \cdot)$ and $G(\cdot, \zeta)=G(\zeta, \cdot)$ are $[0, \infty]$ -valued continuous on $R^{*}$ . Thus $N(\cdot,$ $\cdot)$ and
$G(\cdot,$ $\cdot)$ can be defined on $R^{*}\cross R^{*}$ by their separate continuity and the extended
ones are also symmetric: $N(a, b)=N(b, a)$ and $G(a, b)=G(b, a)$ for every $(a, b)\in$

$R^{*}\cross R^{*}$ . As we saw above, $N(\cdot, \zeta)=N(\zeta, \cdot)$ and $G(\cdot, \zeta)=G(\zeta, \cdot)$ are $[0, \infty]$-valued
continuous on $R^{*}$ for any fixed $\zeta\in R^{*}$ and in particular for any $\zeta\in R\cup\delta$ . At this
point it is fatally important that

(5.6) $G(\cdot, \zeta)=G(\zeta, \cdot)\equiv 0$

on $R$ and hence on $R^{*}$ for any $\zeta\in\delta$ . We can thus conclude that $B(\cdot, \zeta)=B(\zeta, \cdot)$

can be defined by $N(\cdot, \zeta)-G(\cdot, \zeta)=N(\zeta, \cdot)-G(\zeta, \cdot)=N(\cdot, \zeta)=N(\zeta, \cdot)$ for any
$\zeta\in\delta$ . In short we have seen that the Bergman kernel $B(\cdot,$ $\cdot)$ can be extended to
$(R\cup\delta)\cross(R\cup\delta)$ as a symmetric kernel which is separately $[0, \infty]$ -valued continuous
there. We stress that

(5.7) $B(z, \zeta)=N(z, \zeta)=N(\zeta, z)=B(\zeta, z)$

for $(z, \zeta)\in R^{*}\cross\delta$ . As for the continuity of $B$ we once more state the following:
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PROPOSITION 5.8 The Bergman kernel $B(\cdot,$ $\cdot)$ is finitely continuous on $R\cross R,\cdot$

the function $B(\cdot, \zeta)=B(\zeta, \cdot)$ is finitely continuous on $R^{*}for$ any fixed $\zeta\in R$ ; the
function $B(\cdot, \zeta)=B(\zeta, \cdot)$ is $[0, \infty]$ -valued continuous on $R^{*}$ for any fixed $\zeta\in\delta,\cdot$

the function $(z, \zeta)\mapsto B(z, \zeta)=B(\zeta, z)$ of two variables $(z, \zeta)\in R^{*}\cross\delta$ is lower
semicontinuous on $R^{*}\cross\delta$ .

PROOF: All assertions except for the last have already been explained. In view of
(5.7), the function $(z, \zeta)\mapsto B(z, \zeta)$ is identical with the function $(z, \zeta)\mapsto N(z, \zeta)$

for $(z, \zeta)\in R^{*}\cross\delta$ . By the very definition of the Kuramochi compactification of
$R,$ $N(z, \zeta)=N(\zeta, z)$ is lower sernicontinuous on the product space of Kuramochi
compactification of $R$ (cf. [2]). Observe that the Kuramochi compactification of
$R$ is a quotient space of $R^{*}$ . Hence $N(z, \zeta)$ is lower semicontinuous on $R^{*}\cross R^{*}$

and in particular on $R^{*}\cross\delta$ . Hence we have deduced the last assertion. $\square$

6. Bergman integrals. Fix a point $a\in W$ . Since

$u\mapsto u(a)=D(u, B(\cdot, a);W)$ : $H$ $D(W;\partial W)arrow \mathbb{R}$

is a positive linear functional and

$u\mapsto u|\delta$ : $HD(W;\partial W)arrow HD(W;\partial W)|\delta$

is a bijective order preserving linear isomorphism and the linear subspace $HD(W;\partial W)|\delta$

of $C(\delta)$ is densely and isometrically embedded in $C(\delta)$ with respect to the supre-
mum norm $\Vert\cdot;\delta\Vert_{\infty}$ , we can conclude the unique existence of a Borel measure $\nu$ on
$\delta$ such that

$u(a)=D(u,$ $B(\cdot,$ $a);W)= \int_{\delta}$ udtノ

for every $u\in HD(W;\partial W)$ , which assures the existence of $*dB(\cdot, a)$ and $*dB(\cdot, a)=$

$d\iota$ノ on $\delta$ . Thus we have obtained the following identity:

(6.1) $(I-D)H_{\varphi}^{R}(a)= \int_{\delta}\varphi*dB(\cdot, a)$

for every $\varphi\in C(\delta)$ . This shows that $*dB(\cdot, a)$ and the harmonic measure $d\omega=$

dhm are mutually absolutely continuous and

(6.2) $*dB(\cdot, a)=bdhm$ ,

where $b$ is a Borel function on $\delta$ with $k^{-1}\leqq b\leqq k$ for some finite positive constant
$k$ . In short, $*dB(\cdot, a)$ is essentially the harmonic measure on $\delta$ .

For any (signed) Radon measure $\mu$ on $\delta$ the function

(6.3) $B\mu$ $:= \int_{\delta}B(\cdot, \zeta)d\mu(\zeta)$
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on $R$ is referred to as a Bergman intcgral of $\mu$ . In the special case of $d\mu=fd\omega$ ,
we denote $B\mu$ simply by $Bf$ :

$Bf:= \int_{\delta}B(\cdot, \zeta)f(\zeta)d\omega(\zeta)$ ,

which we call the Bergman integral of $f$ . The Bergman integral plays an important
role in the Neumann problem like the Poisson integral plays an important role in
the Dirichlet problem. The Neumann problem (or rather the Robin problem) we
consider here is the following: given a Radon measure $\mu$ on $\delta$ and we are to find a
$u\in HD(W;\partial W)$ such that

(6.4) $*du=d\mu$

on $\delta$ . If the solution $u\in HD(W;\partial W)$ with (6.4) is found, then it has the following
Bergmann integral expression:

(6.5) $u=B\mu$ .

In fact, for any point $z\in R$ , we have

$u(z)=D(u, B(\cdot, z);W)=D(B(z, \cdot), u;W)$

$= \int_{\delta}B(z, \zeta)*du(\zeta)=\int_{\delta}B(z, \zeta)d\mu(\zeta)=B\mu(z)$ ,

i.e. $u=B\mu$ , which was to be shown. We define the mutual energy of two Radon
measures $\mu$ and $\nu$ on $\delta$ by

$B[ \mu, \nu]:=\int_{\delta}(\int_{\delta}B(z, \zeta)d\mu(z))d\nu(\zeta)$

and the energy of $\mu$ on $\delta$ by $B[\mu]$ $:=B[\mu, \mu]$ if these can be defined. Then for the
solvability of (6.4) the measure $\mu$ must satisfy the condition

(6.6) $B[\mu]<+\infty$ .

In fact, since we have

$D(B \mu;W)=\int_{\delta}B\mu*dB\mu=\int_{\delta}B\mu d\mu$

$= \int_{\delta}(\int_{\delta}B(\zeta, \xi)d\mu(\xi))d\mu(\zeta)=B[\mu]$

and $D(B\mu;W)<\infty$ , we must conclude that (6.6) is valid. We have thus seen the
following:
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PROPOSITION 6.7. If the Neumann problem (6.4) is solved, then the solution is
the Bergman integral $B\mu$ of $\mu$ and $\mu$ is of finite energy: $B[\mu]=D(B\mu;W)<+\infty$ .

Therefore the problem is to settle the following expectation:

CONJECTURE 6.8. If $\mu$ is a Radon measure on $\delta$ with $B[\mu]=D(B\mu;W)<+\infty_{J}$

$then*dB\mu=d\mu$ on $\delta,$ $i.e$ . $(6.4)$ is solvable.

PSEUDO-PROOF: By the Fubini theorem, for every $v\in HD(W;\partial W)$ , we have

$D(v, B \mu;W)=D(v, \int_{\delta}B(\cdot, \zeta)d\mu(\zeta);W)$

$= \int_{\delta}D(v, B(\cdot, \zeta);W)d\mu(\zeta)=\int_{\delta}v(\zeta)d\mu(\zeta)$ ,

which shows that $*dB\mu$ exists on $\delta$ and $*dB\mu=d\mu$ . $\square$

Obviously, one sees at once that the argument above is a fake but still it sounds
considerably plausible, which is a reason we suspect the conjecture might be true.
A few positive results known thus far for Radon measure $\mu$ on $\delta$ with $B[\mu]=$

$D(B\mu;W)<+\infty$ are: if $\mu$ is $\omega$ absolutely continuous with the density $d\mu/d\omega\in$

$L^{2}(\delta, d\omega)$ , then $*dB\mu=d\mu$ (Maeda [7]); if $\mu$ is the lift up of a Radon measure on
the Kuramochi boundary of $R$ , then $*dB\mu=d\mu$ (Constantinescu and Cornea [2]).

7. Capacitary functions, revisited. We denote by $C$ the family of capacitary
functions of compact subsets of the harmonic boundary $\delta$ of $R$ :

(7.1) $C:=\{c\kappa=B\mu_{K}:K\subset\delta$, compact $\}$ .

A subset $Z$ of a Banach space $X$ (or more generally a locally convex linear topo-
logical space $X$ ) is said to be a fundamental set (cf. e.g. [3]) if the closed linear
span, i.e. the closure of the set of all finite linear combinations of elements in $Z$ ,
cls $(Z)$ in notation, coincides with the total space $X$ . If the set $Z$ consists of easily
handled elements possessing some characteristic properties in $X$ , then the set $Z$

should be helpful to investigate the space $X$ . In this sense the following result
contributes to clarifying the structure of the Hilbert space $HD(W;\partial W)$ .

THEOREM 7.2. The family $C$ given by (7.1) is a fundamental set of the Hilbert
space $HD(W;\partial W).\cdot$

(7.3) $HD(W;\partial W)=cls(C)$ .
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PROOF: We denote by $C^{\perp}$ the set of members in $HD(W;\partial W)$ perpendicular to
each element in $C$ :

$C^{\perp};=\{u\in HD(W;\partial W)$ : $D(u,$ $c_{K};W)=0$ for every $c_{K}\in C\}$ .

Then, since we have the orthogonal decomposition

$HD(W;\partial W)=$ cls $(C)\oplus C^{\perp}$ ,

the required assertion is equivalent to $C^{\perp}=\{0\}$ which now we derive. Contrary
to the assertion assume the existence of a $u\in C\backslash \{0\}$ . If $u|\delta$ is a constant $k$ , then
$k\in \mathbb{R}\backslash \{0\}$ and $u=kc_{\delta}\in$ cls $(C)$ . Originally

$u\in C^{\perp}\equiv(cls(C))^{\perp}$ .

This is clearly a contradiction. Thus $u|\delta$ is not constant. Any nonempty open
subset of $\delta$ is of positive harmonic measure and thus, by (4.8), any compact subset
with nonempty interior in $\delta$ is of positive capacity. In view of this observation, we
can find two values

$-\infty<\alpha<\beta<+\infty$

and two disjoint compact subsets $K_{\alpha}$ and $K_{\beta}$ of $\delta$ which are the closures of open
subsets of $\delta$ so that their capacities are strictly positive such that

$\sup_{K_{0}}u\leqq\alpha<\beta\leqq\inf_{A_{\beta}}u$ .

Let $d\mu_{\alpha}$ ( $d\mu\beta$ , resp.) be the unit positive Borel measure on $\delta$ given by

(1/cap $(K_{\alpha})$ ) $*dc_{K}$. ( $(1/$ cap $(K_{\beta}))*dc_{K_{\beta}}$ , resp.).

Then, since

$B_{\mu_{\alpha}}=$ ( $1$ cap $(K_{\alpha})$ ) $c_{A_{\alpha}’}$ ( $B_{\mu_{\beta}}=(1/$cap $(K_{\beta}))c_{h_{\beta}’}$ , resp.),

we see that the function $B_{\mu_{Q}}-B_{\mu_{\beta}}$ belongs to the class cls $(C)$ so that

(7.4) $D(u, B_{\mu_{\alpha}}-B_{\mu_{\beta}};W)=0$ .

On the other hand we see that

$D(u, B_{\mu_{0}}-B_{\mu_{\beta}};W)= \int_{\delta}ud\mu_{\alpha}-\int_{\delta}ud\mu_{\beta}$

$= \int_{K_{\alpha}}ud\mu_{\alpha}-\int_{K_{\beta}}ud\mu_{\beta}\leqq\alpha-\beta$ .
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This estimate $D(u, B_{\mu_{0}}-B_{\mu_{\beta}};W)\leqq\alpha-\beta$ with (7.4) yields $\alpha\geqq\beta$ , which contra-
dicts the standing assumption $\alpha<\beta$ . $\square$

COROLLARY 7.5. The set of $u\in HD(W;\partial W)$ for $which*du$ exists on $\delta$ is dense
in the Hilbert space $HD(W;\partial W)$ .

PROOF: The set in question described in the statement of the above assertion
contains as its subset the linear span of $C$ , which is dense in $HD(W;\partial W)$ by
Theoem 7.2 and all the more the set in question is dense in $HD(W;\partial W)$ . $\square$

REMARK 7.6. Concerning two fundamental sets firstly in the convex space of es-
sentially positive harmonic functions (i.e., expressible as differences of two positive
harmonic functions) H $P(R)$ with the topology of the locall uniform convergence
and secondly in the Banach space $HB(R)$ of bounded harmonic functions with the
supremum norm, we recall the following two known results, one is long established
extremely well known theory of Martin [8] and the other [10] is poorly publicized
meager and tiny result.

The set $\mathcal{K}$

$:=\{K(\cdot, \zeta) : \zeta\in\triangle_{1}\}$ of minimal Martin kernels $K(\cdot, \zeta)$ with its pole
$\zeta$ in the minimal Martin boundary $\Delta_{1}$ constitutes a fundamental set in the convex
space $HP(R)$ with the topology of local uniform convergence. An important point
here is that $\mathcal{K}$ is not only a fundamental set in $HP(R)$ but also we have a definite
way of approximating each member $u$ of $HP(R)$ using the set $\mathcal{K}$ : the Martin
integral representation. For any $u\in HP(R)$ , there exists a unique Radon measure
$\mu$ on $\triangle\iota$ such that

(7.7) $u= \int_{\Delta_{1}}K(\cdot, \zeta)d\mu(\zeta)$

on $R$ ([8], also cf. [2], [5]). These are of course concrete examples of the famous
theorem of Krein-Milman in functional analysis and, as its precision, the Choquet
integral representation theorem (cf. e.g. [18]).

The set $\mathcal{W}$ $:=$ { $w$ : harmonic measure function on $R$ }, where a harmonic func-
tion $w$ on $R$ is said to be a harmonic measure function if it satisfies the condition
$w\wedge(1-w)\equiv 0$ on $R$ so that it is bounded on $R$ , is a fundamental set in the
Banach space $HB(R)$ of bounded harmonic functions on $R$ with the supremum
norm $\Vert\cdot;R\Vert_{\infty}$ . A one parameter family $\{e_{\lambda}\}_{\lambda\in R}$ is referred to as a resolution of
unity of finite type if the following 4 conditions are satisfied: $e_{\lambda}\in \mathcal{W}$ for every
$\lambda\in \mathbb{R};e_{\lambda}\leqq e_{\mu}$ for $\lambda\leqq\mu;e_{\lambda+0}=e_{\lambda}$ for every $\lambda\in \mathbb{R}$ in the order sense, i.e.
$e_{\lambda+0};= \inf_{\mu}\geqq e$

. there are two finite numbers $-$ oo $<\underline{\lambda}\leqq\overline{\lambda}<+\infty$ such that
$e_{\lambda}=0$ for all $\lambda<\underline{\lambda}$ and $e_{\lambda}=1$ for all $\lambda\geqq$ A. Again an important point here
about the family $\mathcal{W}$ is that it is not only a fundamental set in the Banach space
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$HB(R)$ with the supremum norm but also we have a canonical way of approx-
imating each function $u$ in $HB(R)$ by using the set $\mathcal{W}$ : the spectral resolution
theorent. There is a bijective correspondence $urightarrow\{e_{\backslash }\}_{\lambda\in \mathbb{R}}$ between H $B(R)$ and
the family of resolutions of unity of finite type such that

(7.8) $u= \int_{-\infty}^{\infty}\lambda de_{\lambda}$ (Riemann-Stieltjes integral)

([10]). The above integral representation of $u$ is referred to as the spectral resolu-
tion of the function $u$ and $\{e_{\lambda}\}_{\lambda\in \mathbb{R}}$ appearing in the above integral as the resolution
of unity of the function $u$ .

Standing upon the above view points backing up the expressions like (7.7) and
(7.8), it is an intresting and probably very important theme to seek and establish
some canonical way to express each function $u$ in $HD(W;\partial W)$ by using a certain
standard way of selecting functions from $C$ and forming their linear combintions
by e.g. integration or the like.
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